BURN HALL HR.SEC.SCHOOL SRINAGAR
PREPARATORY WINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR CLASS 5TH
ENGLISH
1. Read thoroughly all the chapters of Term I.Learn word meanings along with their
spellings.
2. PROJECT
The life story of a person ‘ as written by himself/herself is called an auto
biography.Write a brief autobiography of your life so far.
INSTRUCTION:
1. Use A4 size sheets of paper punched and tied together to make a booklet.
2. On the cover page,give your autobiography a title and write your name as the
author at the bottom.Decorate the cover as you like.
3. On the next sheet,under the heading IMPORTANT DATES AND
EVENTS,Writethe most important event of your life.Include major events such as
your date of birth,when you started school or moved to a new home
4. Finally paste photographs of yourself at different ages in your booklet and write a
few lines about each picture,keeping in mind that each photograph should give
some information about your life_such as family events,holidays or your hobbies.
MATHEMATICS
1. Learn tables 1_20.
2. Do lesson 1:Revision till exercise “Y” on loose sheets.
3. PROJCET:Find out the population of Delhi,Chennai,Mumbai and
Kolkata.Mark periods according to the Indian place-value system and
international place_value system.Write the population in words also.
SCIENCE
1. Draw or paste pictures of the seeds dispersed by wind, water, animals and
explosion .Write a few lines about each
2. Paste or draw pictures of two migratory birds, two migratory mammals and
write few lines about them.
3. Paste pictures of butterfly, frog and tiger. Write few lines about their
feeding habits.
NOTE:Do this work on Scrap book.
.
HINDI
1. Write a poem, joke, short story for school magazine.
2. Make a chart of Noun and its kinds with examples and colour it.
3. Write a letter sharing your weeks experiences in London.
URDU
Group A Project work
1. Urdu paper cutting with your view, on the following topics – sports and
education (R. no- 1 to 30)
Group B
Interview with whom you like
Doctor, actor, singer,
Topic : Shalimar bagh (R.no – 31 to 60)

SOCIAL STUDIES
1. On a map of india mark the following and colour.
a. Indian ocean
b. Arabian see
c. Bay of Bangal
d. Himalayan mountains
e. Northern plains
f. Thar desert
2. Often people use plastic bottles and bags and throw them away carelessly
after use. Do you think it is good for our plant.
Think and write some ways to reduce the use of plastic.
3. With the help of football draw a globe and show continents and oceans.
Colour the continents with greem and oceans in blue colour.
PUNJABI

1. Write The Poem Of First Lesson On a Notebook And Draw Colourful
Pictures.
2. Write a Short Note On “Mother”.
3. Write a Short Story On “Greedi” With Pictures.
4. Make a Beautiful Chart On Any Topic .
5. Collect Cut Outs From Punjabi Newspapers Or Magazines And Paste
Them In The Scrapbook.
6. NOTE :DO ALL THE WORK ON A SEPERATE NOTEBOOK.

Computer
Make a chart of IOT (Concept and Devices Used)
Read and comprehend Chapter 1 & 2 and its exercise part on book.
*Note= for exercise part use reference from
http://bhscompscience.000webhostapp.com//Select Class>Home>Exercise

